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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
l

Momentum towards 5G is building as standards work accelerates and test and trialling activity ramps
up. Governments, operators and vendors are striving to lead on 5G in order to achieve a competitive
advantage and secure maximum benefits. Commercial roll-outs are expected across all 5G leader markets
by 2020, with operators in the U.S. and South Korea targeting 2019 deployments.

l

By 2025 5G will be a significant part of the connectivity mix with the GSMA forecasting that it will account
for 49% of total connections in the U.S. (excluding cellular IoT), 45% in Japan and 25% in China. China,
the U.S. and Japan will together host more than 70% of the world’s forecasted 1.2 billion 5G mobile
connections.

l

India has much to gain from rising to the 5G challenge and a tremendous opportunity to accelerate its
own ambitions. It can learn from the experiences of early leaders to establish a 5G roadmap that can help
drive the Digital India strategy and enable the country to distinguish itself as a challenger in shaping 5G
technologies.

l

Against this backdrop the Broadband India Forum (BIF) requested Policy Impact Partners (PIP) to prepare
a comparative overview of the 5G policies and market development initiatives promoted by the five
countries considered to be global leaders in 5G: China, Japan, South Korea (Republic of Korea), the United
Kingdom, and the United States.

l

A successful 5G strategy requires a combination of cost effective infrastructure roll out and the
development of business cases that leverage 5G´s superior capabilities. The investment and innovation
needed will be driven by industry but, as evidenced in this report, governments and regulators across the
5G leadership countries are playing a key role in setting the right conditions for investment to grow and
innovation to thrive.

l

Across each of the countries benchmarked there is strong political commitment to 5G and this translates,
to varying degrees, into institutional mechanisms and collaboration platforms with industry. Indeed
partnerships are critical to the success of 5G, both between industry and government, and between the
telecoms industry and the multiple sectors that are set to be transformed as 5G enables a raft of new usecases. 5G is ultimately not just a product or technology, it is an ecosystem that demands collaboration
between all stakeholders if it is to fulfil its full potential.

l

While licensed operators running cellular infrastructure will be at the heart of 5G connectivity, future
networks will rely on a combination of Satellite, Wi-Fi and High Altitude Platform Systems (HAPS). Each
technology will bring key attributes to the delivery of ubiquitous 5G services.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The Government of India has a unique opportunity to leverage the power of 5G to drive forward the
Digital India agenda, accelerating economic growth and societal development. Policies and regulation
must focus on incentivising a step change in investment and supporting the deployment and take up of
innovative 5G services. This benchmarking exercise has pointed to a number of key policy considerations
that are consistently prioritised by countries leading the way on 5G. India should benchmark against
these efforts, repeat best practice where it can, and prioritise the following actions:
 C
 omplement the Digital India and Make in India initiatives through a sustained cross-departmental, crosssector strategy to ensure the country seizes its 5G opportunity.
 D
 evelop a 5G roadmap with targets and milestones to provide the necessary political focus and help
mobilise the requisite resources.
 A
 ct as a catalyst for, and an early adopter of, 5G in areas such as health, transport, and the full range of
public services that underpin smart communities.
 M
 ake more harmonised spectrum available at both high and low frequencies, and award it in ways that
target long-term growth, investment and citizen welfare, rather than short-term revenue maximisation.
 C
 lear spectrum for exclusive use where timely clearing is possible but otherwise explore options for
dynamic sharing.
 M
 aximise spectrum output by ensuring licences are of adequate length and carry clear renewal criteria,
and that spectrum fees are limited to ensuring efficient and effective use.
 M
 ake spectrum available on a technology neutral basis, and provide the right balance of licensed and
license-exempt solutions. For example, in high frequency spectrum it is critical for India to make the
V-band (57-64 GHz) available for unlicensed use for indoor applications along with a mix of unlicensed
and light-licensed usage for outdoor applications as a complement to licensed 5G bands.
 R
 educe obstacles to 5G deployment including high costs and administrative delays in accessing cell sites
or fibre ducts, and locally imposed, overly restrictive EMF limits.
 E
 nsure the regulatory framework provides the necessary certainty and predictability for investors, and
refocus regulation and competition policy on delivering high performance markets for consumers longterm benefit.
 E
 nable the quality differentiation made possible through 5G by allowing network operators to manage
their networks optimally and to innovate in the provision of services that meet specific use case and end
user requirements.
 D
 evelop an overarching testbed and trials programme as a key driver for building India’s 5G ecosystem,
and ensure accelerated spectrum availability for testing purposes.
 R
 ecognise that many different technologies will need to come together to ensure delivery of the full range
of 5G capabilities and ensure all technologies can compete and fulfil their potential in contributing to the
5G mix.
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1. 	Introduction
1.1 Report purpose, structure and method
The Broadband India Forum (BIF), requested Policy Impact Partners (PIP) to prepare a comparative overview
of the 5G policies and market development initiatives promoted by the five countries considered to be global
leaders in 5G: China, Japan, South Korea (Republic of Korea), the United Kingdom, and the United States. This
report is designed to assist the BIF in developing recommendations as to how the Government of India (GoI)
can maximise and realise the full potential of 5G for its economy and society. The objective is to provide the
stakeholders of the ‘5G India 2020 High Level Forum’ with an overview of how the 5G leader countries are
advancing their 5G ambitions, in order to inform India’s own initiatives in these areas.
The report is organized into six sections following this introduction. The first four explore, in turn, some of the key
drivers for 5G deployment and take up, and benchmark the targeted countries’ efforts on each. These include
business government cooperation, spectrum policy, use-case development and promoting tests and trials.
Section 6 examines the network of networks characteristic of 5G with a particular focus on the role of satellite
and the conclusion that while 5G may be seen as a single connectivity platform, it will rely on the integration of a
number of different technologies. In the light of these benchmarking analyses, the final section provides policy
orientations on how GoI can advance its own 5G agenda in support of the broader Digital India initiative.
The findings of the report were sourced through a combination of desk research and interviews between
Q4 2017 and April 2018 with stakeholders in 5G leader countries as well as a number of international 5G
organisations and global vendors.

1.2 The 5G opportunity
5G will transform economies and societies. Across the globe momentum towards 5G is building as standards
work accelerates and test and trialing activity ramps up. Governments, operators and vendors are striving to
lead on 5G in order to achieve a competitive advantage and secure maximum benefits. Some countries are
more advanced and have committed more resources to their 5G strategies than others. India has much to
gain from rising to the 5G challenge and a tremendous opportunity to accelerate its own ambitions. It can
learn from the experiences of early leaders to establish a 5G roadmap that can help drive the Digital India
strategy1 and enable the country to distinguish itself as a challenger in shaping 5G technologies.
5G will mark an inflection point in the future of communications, bringing instant high-powered connectivity
to billions of devices, enabling a near endless array of services across the economy, and providing a powerful
tool to address some of society’s most pressing challenges. The approach of that inflection point appears to
be accelerating. Whereas Mobile World Congress 2017 focused on the potential of 5G, this year’s event
was all about 5G implementation. The acceleration of standards work in the 3GPP towards the end of 2017
helped set the stage, but what really stood out was the number and variety of 5G tests and trials underway,
as well as multiple operator and vendor announcements regarding product launches and commercial service
roll-out plans.

1. See the draft National Digital Communications Policy 2018
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1.3 The mobile broadband market
In 2019 4G LTE will be the leading mobile technology worldwide with over three billion connections. Meanwhile
global data traffic continues to grow exponentially with Ericsson’s latest mobility report update (February
2018) indicating a 55% increase in the year from Q4 2016.
By 2025 5G will be a significant part of the connectivity mix with the GSMA forecasting that it will account for
49% of total connections in the U.S. (excluding cellular IoT), 45% in Japan and 25% in China. Together China,
the U.S. and Japan will host more than 70% of the world’s forecasted 1.2 billion 5G mobile connections. Figure
1 below summarises the current state of the mobile broadband market in the 5G leader countries, together
with 2025 forecasts on 5G coverage and connections

Fig. 1 Mobile Broadband - Market Numbers and Projections by 5G Leader

Country
(Population)

Smartphone
Penetration Q4
2017
(% of connection)

China
1.4 billion

LTE Q4 2017

5G 2025 (forecast only)

Coverage
(By
population)

Connections
(Million)

Penetration
(% of
connections)

Connections
(Million)

76.03%

99%

1006

27.87%

428

India
1.35 billion

45%

86.82%

241

0.55%

n/a

Japan
127 million

48.33%

99%

105

48.49%

87

South Korea
51 million

82.15%

100%

48

59.39%

n/a

United Kingdom
66.5 million

77.52%

99%

49

43.26%

n/a

United States
326 million

80.35%

98%

240

49.38%

191

Source: GSMA Intelligence
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2. Building momentum
2.1 Partnerships
Partnerships are critical to the success of 5G, both between industry and government, and between the
telecoms industry and the multiple sectors that are set to be transformed as 5G enables a raft of new usecases. Indeed, 5G is ultimately not just a product or technology, it is an ecosystem that demands collaboration
between all stakeholders if it is to fulfil its full potential.
In this section we explore each of the 5G leader countries´ efforts in terms of driving industry government
cooperation, building platforms to encourage collaboration between the different industry sectors, and
encouraging international 5G collaboration. In section 5 we return to the theme of partnership when exploring
efforts in promoting cooperation between the telecoms sector and the vertical industries through trials and
test beds.

2.2 Government leadership and partnership initiatives
Across each of the countries benchmarked there is strong political commitment to 5G and this translates, to
varying degrees, into institutional mechanisms and collaboration platforms with industry (see Fig. 2 below). In
each of the Asian markets under review, 5G discussion platforms have been set up at the national level since
2013 to facilitate cooperation between industry, government and research institutions. While the U.S. may be
comparatively less interventionist in this regard, the government and regulator are continuously supporting
5G progress through new spectrum allocations and removing obstacles to deployment (section 3.2).

China
The Chinese government supports both the development of 5G standards and the commercial deployment
of 5G networks through a range of policies and initiatives. These includes the 13th Five Year Plan, which aims
for a commercial launch of 5G services by 2020. As well as looking to further broaden internet access, the
plan calls for ‘breakthroughs’ in 5G through expanded research and development efforts by 2020. The longerterm goal by 2025 is to build a leading mobile communications network.
In the “’Broadband China’ Strategy and Implementation Plan” that was published in August 2013, the Chinese
government sets the following goals for 2020: (1) broadband networks will cover all urban and rural areas;
(2) household penetration of fixed broadband will reach 70%; (3) the penetration of 3G/LTE users will reach
85%; (4) broadband networks will cover 98% of administrative villages; (5) broadband access rates for urban
and rural households will reach 50 Mbps and 12 Mbps, respectively; for some developed cities, it will reach
1 gigabit Gbps; (6) broadband applications will be widely used in the industry and in daily life; (7) mobile
Internet will have become very popular; (8) technological innovation and industrial competitiveness will have
achieved an internationally recognized advanced level and (9) a robust security system for handling networks
and information will have been set up.
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Fig. 2 Business/Government Players and Partnerships
Country
Main Operators
China
China Mobile
China Unicom
China Telecom

Lead
Ministry

Regulator

Digital Agenda
Initiatives

5G
Partnerships

MIIT
The Ministry of
Industry and
Information
Technology
Minister Miao Wei

MIIT
The Ministry of
Industry and
Information
Technology
Minister Miao Wei

“The 13th Five Year
plan” (refers to
promoting 5G actively
and launch in 2020)

Japan
KDDI
NTT DOCOMO
Softbank

MIC
The Ministry of
Internal Affairs and
Communications
Minister Seiko Noda

MIC
The Ministry of
Internal Affairs and
Communications
Minister Seiko Noda

Japan eGovernment
Initiatives

South Korea
KT
LG U+
SKT

MSIT
The Ministry of
Science and ICT
Minister You
Young Min

KCC
Korean
Communications
Commission

Mid- to Long-Term
5G Forum
Master Plan in
Preparation for the
Intelligent Information
Society

United Kingdom
EE
O2
Three
Vodafone

DCMS
Department of
Digital, Culture,
Media and Sports
(DCMS)
Digital Minister
Margot James

OFCOM

5G Strategy
For the UK

5G Innovation
Network

Digital Government
Strategy

5G Americas

United States
AT&T
Sprint
T-Mobile
Verizon

NTIA
FCC
National
Telecommunications
and Information
Administration

IMT 2020 5G
Promotion Group

Broadband China
Strategy

5GMF
Fifth Generation
Mobile
Communications
Promotion Forum

Source: Policy Impact Partners

The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), under Minister Miao Wei, has responsibility for
the regulation and development of 5G. In February 2013 MIIT, together with the National Development and
Reform Commission and the Ministry of Science and Technology, established the IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion
Group. Consisting of nearly 60 members drawn from vendors, operators, universities and research institutes,
its objective is the promotion of 5G research. It is a not for profit organization with its seat in Beijing. Its
structure is set out in Fig. 3 below.
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Fig.3 IMT 2020 (5G) Promotion Group – Structure

Source: IMT-2020 PG
The IMT-2020 PG has also established MoUs to collaborate on 5G with governments and industry associations
in a number of countries and regions, including the EU, the US, Japan and Korea. China´s stated goal is
to further enhance international cooperation in order to build a globally unified 5G standard and industry
ecosystem.

Japan
The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication (MIC) is responsible for 5G spectrum, policy development
and deployment. In September 2014 the Japanese Government established the Fifth Generation Mobile
Communication Promotion Forum (5GMF), which currently has over 120 members drawn from vendors,
operators and the regulator. It is chaired by Kyoto University and focuses on promoting R&D through
Industry-Academia-Government cooperation, promoting standardisation and international collaboration,
and increasing awareness and collaboration through 5G field trials. Its organization structure is set out in Fig
4 below.

Fig. 4 5GMF Structure

Source: 5GMF
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South Korea
The Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT), headed by Minister You Young Min, oversees 5G policy development
and deployment. The Korean Communications Commission (KCC), established in 2008 and modelled on the
FCC, is responsible for regulating the broadcasting and telecommunications sector.
The MSIT organises a quarterly 5G strategy committee meeting chaired by the 2nd Vice Minister, Mr JongLok Yoon. It gathers government (MSIT), private sector and research institution representatives to explore
ways of delivering on the national 5G policy goal of becoming a global leading market by 2020 in 5G services,
technology (no.1 for devices) and standards development. To help achieve this the South Korean government
has allocated significant budget with two billion dollars to be invested through the i-Korea 4.0 project
(launched November 2017) to promote AI, AV/VR, autonomous vehicles, robotics, smart cities and disaster
monitoring and response.
South Korea’s 5G Forum was established in May 2013. It consists of 33 representatives from the vendor and
operator communities, research institutes, and government. Its remit is to develop a 5G vision and roadmap
(Fig 5 see below); study spectrum needs; provide a bridge between government and industry; and collaborate
on global harmonization.
It is chaired by Seong-Mok OH, President of Network Group at Korea Telecom (KT). The structure of the
forum is outlined below (Fig.6.). Prof. DongKu Kim, from Yonsei University, chairs the Executive Committee.
The committee for global collaboration and partnerships with other organisations (the ‘Global Strategy
Committee’) is chaired by Prof HyeonWoo Lee from DanKook university.

Fig. 5 5G Forum Roadmap

Source: 5G Forum

The 5G Forum has signed MoUs for international collaboration with 5GMF, 5GPPP, TeleBrasil, IMT-2020PG
and 5G Americas, and with national bodies in Malaysia, Indonesia, Turkey and Taiwan.
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Fig.6 5G Forum Structure

Source: 5G Forum

United Kingdom
The Government’s 2017 5G strategy sets out a framework and steps to advance the UK´s 5G agenda. It is led
by the Department of Digital, Media, Culture and Sport (DCMS) and focuses on four challenges: accelerating
the deployment of 5G networks and ensuring that the UK can take early advantage of the applications they
enable; maximising the 5G’s productivity and efficiency benefits to the UK economy, creating opportunities
for UK businesses at home and abroad, and encouraging inward investment.
Central to the strategy is the Government’s 5G Testbeds and Trials Programme, which promotes and tests
use-cases across multiple industries and different 5G capabilities. Examples from this and other trials in 5G
leadership countries are covered in section 5.
The trials programme is complemented by the recently launched UK 5G Innovation Network, which was
commissioned by the DCMS but is overseen by an independent advisory board that will also advise the
government on 5G strategy. It is run by a consortium led by Cambridge Wireless and comprises two networks:
the TM Forum, which is an association of over 800 communication and digital service providers, and the
Knowledge Transfer Network. Acting as a network of networks it will bring together multiple organisations
working on 5G applications and services, from start-ups and SMEs to large businesses and academic
institutions.

United States
The U.S. approach differs from the Asian front runners in that it is more market-led and less interventionist.
Nevertheless, its approach cannot be considered laissez faire. Government institutions including the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA),
Congress and some state and local governments – are actively supporting 5G progress through consultations
and decisions on spectrum allocations, and work to streamline and reduce the cost of siting wireless facilities.
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The National Science Foundation (NSF) runs a number of 5G focused programmes including the Advanced
Wireless Research Initiative, which aims to sustain U.S. leadership in mobile communications and technology.
It includes PAWR (platforms for advanced wireless research), which is a public-private-partnership to support
a series of city-scale wireless research and testing platforms.
5G Americas is an industry trade organisation of telecoms service providers and vendors. Its mission is to
advance the evolution to 5G. It is different from its Asian 5G promotional body counterparts in that it is not
a public private partnership but uniquely an industry representative body. It has signed international MoUs
with 5GPPP, IMT-2020PG, 5G Forum and 5GMF.

2.3 International cooperation
The Global 5G Event gathers the world´s leading 5G organisations to discuss R&D, spectrum, standardization,
field trials and international cooperation. It takes place twice a year and is hosted by countries on a rotational
basis. The next, and 5th event of its kind, is scheduled for May in Austin, Texas
The “Event” was established as part of a multi-lateral MoU between the world´s leading 5G promotion groups:
5GMF (Japan); 5G Forum (South Korea); 5G Americas, IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group (China) and the 5G-IA
(EU). 5G Brasil has recently joined the organizing group.
There are also numerous MoUs between the different 5G leadership countries and third countries, including
those outlined in section 2.2.
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3. Laying the foundations
Standards, spectrum, network and devices are the key elements to the supply side of the 5G equation.
This section takes a closer look at these 5G foundations, and the progress being made both internationally
and within the 5G leader countries.

3.1 Standards
The 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project), an industry driven standardisation body, is currently
developing specifications for 5G to reflect the ITU requirements. A key component of the standards is a new
radio interface known as 5G New Radio (NR) which will support a wide range of frequency bands, including
those at 3.4 to 3.8 GHz and mmWave frequencies.
The initial set of 5G New Radio specifications were delivered in December 2017, in the first phase of 3GPP
Release 15. They focus on enhanced mobile broadband using the non-standalone 5G NR that will be used
in most of the early 5G network roll-outs. NSA was devised to accelerate 5G deployments by using an LTE
anchor band for control together with a 5G NR band to deliver faster data rates. This allows operators to
deliver 5G speeds sooner, without the need to build out a whole 5G core. The 5G standalone specifications,
which will remove the need for an LTE anchor and require a full 5G network buildout are due for delivery in
June 2018. The acceleration of the work in the 3GPP has seen some operators around the globe bring forward
their commercial launch plans, including Korea Telecom and SK Telecom.

Fig. 7 3GPP 5G Standards Road Map

Source: 3GPP (www.3gpp.org)
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The 3GPP continues to work on further specifications to match the full range of 5G capabilities through
the remainder of Release 15 and 16. The latter Release will be frozen in December 2019 so that the final
specifications can be submitted to the ITU RWP5D in February 2020. This will leave time for the SDOs to
finalize their own submissions into the IMT 2020 process before October 2020.

3.2 Spectrum
Introduction
One of the key enablers for 5G is the availability of suitable radio spectrum across many different spectrum
ranges. Each range will suit particular use cases and each has advantages and disadvantages. Mobile operators
will require access to spectrum across low-, mid- and high-band spectrum. 5G will be the first terrestrial mobile
technology to operate in high frequency spectrum. All of the 5G leader countries have made it clear in their
‘spectrum roadmaps’ that access is required to high and low frequencies. Both have different characteristics
and practical issues. Low frequencies (below 6GHz) are congested but provide wide area coverage. High
frequencies (above 24GHz), or mmWave spectrum, provide much wider and cleaner bandwidth and uses
transmission techniques that reduce network latency but it also has technological challenges such as rain
fade and can only operate over much shorter distances that often require ‘line-of-sight’.
For the higher 5G spectrum bands, global spectrum harmonisation will be crucial to support the development
of a new ecosystem as well as the deployment of very advanced antenna systems (i.e. massive MIMO
technology). This is where the World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) comes in to play. Global
spectrum coordination is done at the WRC, which are held every three to four years and managed by the ITU.
The next one will be held from 28 October until 2 November in Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt. Around 130 member
countries are expected to participate. WRC-19 will review, and, if necessary, revise the ITU’s Radio Regulation,
the international treaty governing the use of the radio-frequency spectrum and the geostationary-satellite
and non-geostationary-satellite orbits.
As a result of WRC-15 11 mmWave bands are under consideration for 5G at WRC-19. As part of the work
to harmonise the band for 5G ahead of the ITU’s World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) in 2019,
ITU members are contributing to a number of national and international technical co-existence studies to
understand the impact on existing users and any technical and regulatory measures, including the option of
progressively clearing the band to facilitate 5G services.

NDCP
An important objective of the recently published National Digital Communications Policy (NDCP) for India is
to ensure that the advantages of the new digital technologies are accessible to all equally and affordably. In
order to do this, GoI will need to use a mix of technologies, such as mobile, satellite and HAPS (High-Altitude
Platform Stations), that can provide more affordable connectivity. This should be combined with spectrum
policies that make low and high frequencies available on a technology neutral basis whilst providing the right
balance of licensed and license-exempt approaches.
The National Digital Communications Policy of India that was published on 1 May is certainly a step in the right
direction. In this GoI recommends the following actions to promote “next generation access technologies” in
India:
1. Encouraging licensed service providers to utilise next generation access technologies to ensure cost
optimization, service agility and new revenue streams;
2. Recognising mid-band spectrum, particularly the 3 GHz to 24 GHz range, as central to India’s strategy
for ‘Next-Generation Networks’;
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3. Promoting the effective utilisation of high capacity backhaul E-band (71-76 / 81-86 GHz) and V-band
(57-64 GHz) spectrum in line with international best practices;
4. Rationalizing annual royalty charges for microwave links for backhaul connectivity.

Country comparison
As a result of its attractive propagation and economic characteristics, such as equipment costs, it is expected
that the frequency bands in the ranges 3.3 – 4.2 GHz and 4.4 – 4.99 GHz will be the primary bands across
regions for licensed spectrum for 5G between 1GHz and 6 GHz. In European markets, the 3.4 – 3.8 GHz
range is targeted for early 5G deployment and many regulators across the European continent have plans to
auction this spectrum for 5G. China is moving fast and expected to roll out 5G in lower frequencies first and
treating high frequencies as a supplement. The US is also pushing for mmWave spectrum for 5G use as it is
likely to have a technological advantage and treats low frequencies as a supplement as much of these are
already being used.
For the high frequencies the 26 GHz band (24.25 – 27.5 GHz) has the highest priority for the mobile industry
at WRC-19. At the same time there is support in a number of markets for additional frequencies, such as the
28 GHz band (26.5-29.5 GHz). Both these bands will be used for exclusively licensed spectrum. In the UK and
in most of the EMEA region as well as a number of countries in APAC, including China, the 26 GHz band is
prioritised for 5G use. In Europe work is underway to harmonise the band for 5G before WRC-19 through the
adoption of an EU harmonisation ‘Decision’. Many European regulators are taking a phased approach with
the upper part of this band (i.e. 26.5-27.5 GHz) targeted first for 5G use with awards planned in a 2019/20
timeframe (with the exception of Italy who is planning to auction 26GHz spectrum this year). Figure 8 below
provides an overview of the spectrum bands allocated or targeted in 5G leader countries.
Japan, Korea and the US are targeting 28GHz for 5G use which overlaps with the 28 GHz band and, as
discussed in the previous chapter, are conducting trials this year with commercial deployments expected
from 2019. See figure 9 below for an over of the 5G trials by spectrum range. In April 2018 Korea announced
its 5G auction will start in June 2018 with a combined starting price of $3.09B for 280 MHz in the 3.4-3.7 GHz
band and 2400 MHz in the 28 GHz band.

Country

Sub 1GHz

1-6 GHz

Above 24GHz

China

3.3 – 3.6 GHz
4.8 – 5 GHz

24.5 – 27.5 GHz
37.5 – 42.5 GHz

Japan

3.6 – 4.2 GHz
4.4 – 4.9 GHz

27.5 – 29.5 GHz

South Korea

3.4 – 3.7 GHz

26.5 – 29.5 GHz

United Kingdom

700 MHz

3.4 – 3.8 GHz

24.25 – 27.5 GHz

United States

600 MHz

3.55 – 3.7 GHz*
3.7 – 4.2 GHz
5.9 – 7.1 GHz*

24.25 – 24.45 GHz
24.75 – 25.25 GHz
27.5 – 28.35 GHz
37 – 37.6 GHz
37.6 – 40 GHz
47.2 – 48.2 GHz
64-71 GHz*

Source: Policy Impact Partners

Fig. 8 Spectrum Bands Allocated or Targeted in 5G Leader Countries*

*This table does not include Wi-Fi bands: 2.4 GHz, 3.6 GHz, 4.9 GHz, 5 GHz, and 5.9 GHz
*Frequency ranges that are unlicensed / shared
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Wi-Fi and WiGig
Wi-Fi and WiGig are a fundamental part of the spectrum roadmap for the 5G leader countries. In 2003, the
WRC allocated a number of frequency ranges in the 5GHz band for use by license-exempt RLANs which
include Wi-Fi. More than half of the world’s data traffic is now carried via Wi-Fi. These uses will continue to
grow with the evolution of the Internet of Things and Robotics, further cementing the critical role Wi-Fi is
playing in the provision of Internet connectivity globally.
Almost all of the devices support the 802.11ac standard offering economies of scale and more affordable
equipment. Wi-Fi has become an example of a license-exempt and competitive ecosystem that is stimulated
by low barriers to entry and where new products and services can be introduced quickly and affordably.
WiGig is a new Wi-Fi standard that provides faster data rates of up to 8 Gbps which is almost double the
speed of the current top Wi-Fi standard. Whilst current Wi-Fi uses the crowded 2.4 GHz and 5GHz frequency
bands, WiGig uses the relatively unused and unlicensed 60 GHz spectrum. In the US this is 57-71 GHz and, at
the moment, in Europe 57-66 GHz. The WiGig band is critical for the provision of connectivity and a platform
for new use cases and applications such as gaming, VR and AR. A harmonised approach for unlicensed use
of this band across the regions will enable the development of more cost-effective equipment and affordable
connectivity.

V-band

Fig.9 Global distribution of
5G trials by broad spectrum ranges

Successful deployment of Wi-Fi
and 5G will require “fiber speed”
backbone networks. These next
generation backbone networks
will be wireless and operate in
the mmWave frequencies, in
particular the E-band (71-76
GHz and 81-86 GHz) and V-band
(57-64 GHz), which can provide
multigigabit throughput for short
to medium distances. These bands
can not only be utilised for mobile
backhaul but also act as a “fiber
extension” to extend broadband
connectivity from existing points
Source: Global Suppliers Association – GSA
of presence (“POPs”) to nearby
locations for a number of applications in urban, semi-urban, and rural areas.

The GoI has mentioned in the draft NDCP 2018 that it wants to effectively utilise these bands in line with
international best practice. This makes sense as the emerging technologies in the V-band (57-64 GHz)
already make use of this spectrum more cost-effectively than deploying fiber. Making the V-band available
for unlicensed use for indoor applications, similar to the EU and the US, will further trigger technology
innovation and eco-system growth. This needs to be complemented by a mix of unlicensed and lightlicensed usage for outdoor applications as a complement to licensed 5G bands. The additional 7 GHz of
contiguous spectrum will allow for wide channels and support high-speed links with 10 Gbps and higher
data rates.

5G network characteristics
While mmWave offers much higher bandwidths, it is subject to increased signal losses from obstacles such
as walls and buildings when compared to the lower frequency bands. As a result, it will be more difficult to
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provide indoor coverage from outdoor base stations. However, the limited reach of mmWave radio signals,
particularly when deployed indoors, raises the possibility for greater geographic re-use of spectrum.
mmWave 5G cell sites in built up areas will typically have a shorter range than traditional mobile macro
sites and are therefore often referred to as ‘small cells’. High frequencies such as 26 and 28 GHz provide
complementary hot spot coverage to 5G in medium and low frequencies. 5G hot spots in these ragnes will
enable high capacity and high-density solutions with up to 20 Gbit/s peak throughput. Such cells will typically
have a radius ranging from 50 meters to a few hundred meters.
To enhance performance, small cells will ideally be mounted in locations that have clear line-of-sight to end
users, for example on the side of buildings. Performance at mmWave is further strengthened by ‘beam
forming’. In some cases, users could be reached by exploiting reflected signals. However, the extent to which
mmWave will be able to work in ‘non line-of-sight’ conditions is not fully understood2.

3.3 Network deployments and devices
Network deployments
While interoperability through standards and spectrum availability is key to advancing 5G, operators face
further challenges when they come to deploy the actual infrastructure on which mobile broadband services
rely. U.S. mobile operators see the time, cost and uncertainty related to site access for broadband facilities
as one of the biggest challenges to deployment, and the issues are likely to become more acute given the
network densification and additional backhaul requirements of 5G.
A simplification of the deployment conditions for dense cellular networks would reduce costs and support
investments. This will require collaboration between network operators and property owners, local and
civil authorities to handle agreements and issues that might occur due to deploying telecommunications
equipment on infrastructure not designed for that purpose. The process tends to be fragmented across
different local authorities and negotiations are often legally complex and protracted. Aspects such as
planning policy, national legislation codifying the rights and obligations of mobile operators, and guidelines
for deployment in the street environment will need to be addressed before dense site deployment can take
place. Significant backhaul requirements together with the sheer volume of small cell sites required, means
urban restrictions such as local authority permits and traffic management needs could prove to be costly
obstacles, causing further delays and expense.
The U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has recently adopted new rules on accelerating wireless
broadband deployment by removing barriers to infrastructure investment. Small cell deployments will be
exempt from certain environmental assessments but will still have to comply with existing state and local
government approval requirements. Although the FCC has lifted the environmental assessment requirements
for small cell sites and, under certain conditions, also for large sites in floodplains, assessments are still
required for all other larger wireless facilities. The new rules set a maximum time limit of sixty days for FCC
staff to complete environmental assessments.
For its part the UK government has set up a cross-government “barrier busting” task force to address specific
challenges related to the deployment of telecoms infrastructure such as siting and licence approvals.

2. Update on 5G spectrum in the UK, OFCOM
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Devices
The first 5G smartphone models are likely to offer enhanced features (potentially including 4K and 8K displays)
and additional cameras and sensors to support AR and VR applications. These handsets will also require an
enhanced chipset and RF module supporting multiple spectrum bands and mmWave frequencies, as well as
4G and 5G in the same form factor. More advanced cloud functions may also be offered to relieve the burden
on hardware. 5G phones are expected to launch in the United States, South Korea, and Japan during 2019,
although ZTE claims it will be marketing a 5G smartphone by the end of this year. They are unlikely, though,
to become widely available before 2020. Earlier in 2017 Qualcomm announced its first 5G modem - the
Snapdragon X50 – that will support download speeds of up to 5 Gbps. X50-powered devices are expected to
be available during the first half of 2018. Operators such as Verizon and SKT will start to test devices soon,
especially since they have been trialling the 28 GHz band which the X50 will initially support on top of 4G LTE.
The 5 Gbps download speed is achieved by using 800 MHz bandwidth in the mmWave spectrum. At this high
frequency, modems and cells will make use of MIMO antenna technology with intelligent ‘beamforming’ and
‘beam tracking’ to bounce signals off walls and to be able to go around obstacles. Early deployments will likely
have limited coverage, but the X50 will be able to switch between 5G and Gigabit LTE.
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4. 	Developing the use-cases
4.1 5G capabilities
The evolution of mobile technologies has seen a shift from a people to people platform towards people
to information connectivity on a global scale. 5G represents a step change, offering a new platform
that delivers the ubiquity, low latency and adaptability to make possible advanced new use cases, drive
business innovation and spur growth.
5G will enable faster mobile broadband (eMBB) and will also bring new capabilities in terms of the
number of connections per given area (Massive IoT) and low latency ultra-reliable machine connectivity
(Critical IoT). Developing new use cases on the basis of these capabilities and building business models
to support them will be critical to justifying the enormous investments in spectrum, infrastructure and
services that are needed to underpin 5G. It is unsurprising that the 5G leader countries are focused on
building the demand side to match the supply side efforts described in section 3.

4.2 Use-case evolution
eMBB is likely to be the principle 5G application in early deployments, with Massive IoT and Critical IoT
gaining scale at a later stage as standards are finalized and the market develops. The initial benefits of
5G are therefore likely to focus on the consumer and entertainment services market. 5G’s enhanced
mobile broadband capabilities will allow the extension of effective cellular coverage into office buildings,
shopping centres and large venues, and also improve the networks’ ability to handle a greater number of
devices using high volumes of data. Together this will literally “enhance” the consumer mobile broadband
experience, allowing the development of more advanced AR/VR and video applications as well as Fixed
Access Wireless services to residential communities.
Live streaming video content to mobile devices at increasingly high resolutions such as 4K or 8K HD video,
or other formats that require a high data transfer rate such as 360-degree video, is likely to become
an increasingly popular consumer application. While there is little official 8K content available today,
the “picture” will be changing by the time 5G launches with, for example, 8K recording taking place in
Hollywood, and the Japanese public TV company, NHK, expected to broadcast the 2020 Tokyo Olympics
in 8K. Meanwhile, personal 8K video cameras are already on the market from manufacturers such as
GoPro. Sports coverage broadcasting offering a 360-degree view from the athlete’s perspective could
also be streamed via 5G - one of the applications trialled at the 2018 Winter Olympics
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) applications could take advantage of the low latency and
high speeds offered by 5G. The potential for superimposing virtual imagery and text onto a real-world
view offers new possibilities in areas such as education, mapping, enhanced gaming and immersive
entertainment experiences. However, a considerable increase in available content will be required to
stimulate demand for VR services, and device availability and pricing could also be a bottleneck.
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5G’s Massive IoT capabilities will build on existing mobile IoT services but enable far more devices to
be connected by area and offer cost and energy savings. This will increase the granularity and capacity
of coverage for multiple applications such as asset tracking, utility monitoring, smart homes, cities and
agriculture. 5G will continue to improve on low power capabilities and allow operation in both licensed
and unlicensed spectrum, which will grow mobile IoT’s share of the connected device market
The biggest revolution that will be sparked by 5G is its unique capability to offer high reliability and ultralow latency connectivity to enable mission critical operations that are covered sub-optimally or not at all
by the current generation of mobile technologies. This area includes the autonomous vehicle use-case,
which is being prioritized by a number of the 5G leaders, as well as areas such as advanced industrial
automation and remote surgery.

4.3 Priority use cases by 5G leader
China
5G use cases in China centre on enhanced mobile broadband offering higher speeds and lower latency
with a focus on video (live streaming), Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) applications. A
considerable increase in available content will be required to stimulate demand for these services, and
device availability and pricing could also be a bottleneck. There are several developments worth noting:
l

In February 2016 China Mobile launched a 5G joint Innovation Centre (working with vertical industries) to
develop opportunities within IoT, the Internet of Vehicles, industrial internet, cloud robotics, VR/AR, etc.

l

The Chinese government (MIIT and Ministry of Transport) have promoted R&D standards for connected
cars and developed supportive policies for “Intelligent Connected Vehicles (ICV)”, one of the ten key
sectors targeted in the ‘Made in China 2025’ strategy. A technology roadmap for ICV is under development,
including close collaboration with the U.S., Europe and Japan

l

The IMT-2020PG also refers to the importance of ‘IoT services’ such as logistics tracking, energy and
grid management. BAT (Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent) have contributed significantly to areas such as
autonomous driving, social entertainment, cloud services and automotive systems, and some companies
have launched a clear timetable for when these services will be available

l

China is likely to be a key market globally for VR, as many local businesses have been early adopters in
use cases ranging from sales to entertainment. To stimulate demand for these services terminals are
being installed in internet cafes, theme parks, shopping centres and “experience museums” across the
country, allowing people to use VR for free or for a small fee. These experiences have driven consumers
to purchase VR adaptors for their own smartphones, which are made by local manufacturers and sell at
a much lower price than overseas equivalents.

Japan
Japan´s 5G Trial Promotion Group, which is part of 5GMF (see section 2), is focusing on the following use-cases:
1. Entertainment
l

User-oriented entertainment by ultra-high definition, multi angle, 3D videos, wearable terminals, and VR

l

Realistic sensation remote virtual experiences in festivals, concerts, circuses, and museums

2. Security and Disaster Defense (incl the deployment of surveillance and security systems)
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l

Finding a suspicious person by exploiting information gathered from security cameras and sensors in
public areas

l

Prediction of disasters and crimes by using the sensor information
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3. Logistics, Agriculture, Office and Factory
l

Efficient logistics supported by 5G massive connectivity (IoT)

l

Same communication environment provided anywhere for future new workstyle by exploiting
Heterogeneous Networks

4. Remote Control and Surveillance by Robots and Drones
l

Remote control of drone and robot

l

Surveillance by drone and robot with camera

l

Autonomous decentralized and cooperative control of connected machine

5. Remote Control and Surveillance of Connected Cars and Automated Driving
l

Remote control, operation, and surveillance for construction machinery, autonomous car, etc. by realtime and reliable communications

l

Support of automated driving: avoidance of car crash and dynamic map

6. High data rate and reliable communications for High-Speed Moving Vehicles
l

Establishment of moving network for high-speed moving vehicles crowded with people and terminals

l

Delivery of high-quality contents to high-speed moving vehicles and remote medicine in emergency
service

South Korea
South Korea has a user-centric approach built around the following focus areas and use cases:
1. Autonomous (supporting users):
l Autonomous vehicles – safe transportation services and entertainment on the move (such as self
driving car, traffic control, traffic safety);
l Drones – surveillance networks (mobile CCTV); disaster monitoring (evacuation in harsh environments);
enemy monitoring (for military purposes)
l Robots – remote medical surgery (tele-operation); robot based automation
2. Omnipresent (surrounding users):
l Smart personal networks (through wearable devices) for infotainment and healthcare
l Smart buildings (with energy and security management)
l Smart cities (with traffic and energy management)
l Personal health monitoring for sports, doctor consultations, dietary recommendations.
3. Public services (protecting users):
l Disaster monitoring
l Public safety - e.g. sensors based security monitoring
l Emergency services - e.g. remote diagnostics and surgery
4. Intelligent services (understanding users):
l User centric computing – big data-based information processing from massive sensors
l Crowded area services – customised services in dense environments (such as localised advertisement)
5. Immersive services (sensing users)
l Real time VR – such as remote experiences during concerts
l Real time AR – combining real and digital objects for educational or e-commerce purposes
l Live streaming video content to mobile devices - such as sport coverage broadcasting offering a
360-degree view from the athlete’s perspective using 8k HDTV (this is one of the applications that KT
will be trialling at the 2018 Winter Olympics).
Connected cars and autonomous vehicles (CCAV) is an example of a vertical that is targeted by operators
across all of the 5G leader markets, with South Korea particularly advanced. The Ministry of Trade, Industry
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and Energy (MOTIE) unveiled a roadmap for the development of the future car industry that aims to generate
a new growth engine for the Korean economy at a conference in Pangyo, near Seoul. According to the
roadmap, the Korean government and private sector will cooperate on developing core technologies for
autonomous vehicles and constructing smart traffic systems to introduce the infrastructure necessary for
completely self-driving cars.
Figure 10 below shows how these use cases ‘converge’ for VR/AR, AI, disaster response / public safety, robotics,
smart city and autonomous vehicles.

Fig.10 5G convergence scenarios

Source: 5G Forum

For self-driving cars, the Korean government is striving to secure autonomous car technologies by developing
its own key self-driving auto parts, standardizing relevant technologies, and training experts and professionals.
The Korean government is also completing K-City, a world-class test bed for autonomous driving, in Hwaseong
this year and open this cutting-edge platform to national and international companies and foreigners. K-City
will includes facilities that can mimic a variety of weather conditions anda data center that leverages data
analytic and deep learning techniques to improve understanding of different conditions on vehicle behaviour.
As part of its smart infrastructure development,all of the expressways in Korea, which cover over 5,000 km,
will become smart by 2022 to enable vehicle-to-vehicle communications and provide self-driving vehicles
with real-time data about their surroundings.

United Kingdom
Through its Test Beds and Trials programme the DCMS is exploring the full range of use case made possible
by 5G, with considerable early focus on the business case for investment in the deployment of 5G ready
roadside infrastructure for the UK’smotorways. This includes tests on how to maximise future productivity
benefits from self-driving cars and how to improve connectivity on rail networks.
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This focus was driven by a report from the NIC who encouraged the government to play an active role to
ensure services are ubiquitously available and that roads, railways and city centres should be 5G ready as
soon as possible.
As in other markets there is recognition that the early 5G use case is like to focus on providing eMBB.
However, tests are also looking at the many industry use cases that will leverage 5G’s Massive and Critical IoT
capabilities.

United States
In the U.S., implementation of smart city technology is gaining momentum, driven by public and private
funding, and an increasing number of companies engaged throughout the value chain. This ranges from
the provision of underlying hardware (e.g. Phillips and GE) to connectivity and software solutions (e.g. AT&T,
Sprint, T-Mobile, Verizon, Intel, Microsoft and Cisco). All four mobile operators in the US are engaged in
smart city projects through partnerships with governments and city planners. The main areas include smart
transport solutions to reduce congestion and to optimise the use of public transport, water management,
remotely connected CCTV and automated incident detection, parking and smart street lighting.
AT&T has been involved in several smart lighting initiatives, including those in Atlanta and San Diego.
Meanwhile, Verizon has helped deliver a broad range of projects, including a public safety solution in
Charleston, South Carolina and a connected lighting scheme in Boston. Sprint has a partnership with Kansas
City and Cisco for smart cities solutions including connectivity and smart streetlights with sensors to monitor
both vehicle and foot traffic. In July 2017, T-Mobile and the City of Las Vegas announced a new partnership to
deploy IoT technology throughout the city, including Narrowband-IoT.
Mobile operators in the U.S are planning to use mmWave 5G for broadband access to fixed locations – so
called Fixed Wireless Access (‘FWA’). Given the high attenuation experienced by mmWave radio when passing
through walls, it is anticipated that in most FWA networks external antenna would be attached to the outside
of the premises and the data traffic is distributed internally over Ethernet or Wi-Fi. While 5G deployments to
address mobile broadband hotspots are expected to be focused in high density areas, FWA networks might
be targeted at more rural locations where there is no fibre deployment and where existing ‘copper based
broadband’ is not sufficient.
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5. 	Testing, Trialing and
Commercial Deployment
5.1 Telco/vertical collaboration
Digitization is transforming industries and the provision of public services, and 5G will accelerate this
process. Trials and test beds are critical as they provide a crucial learning and exchange environment and
help build a common understanding between different sectors on what is needed and what is possible.
They are prominent feature of 5G leaders´ strategies and roll out plans.

5.2 Test Beds&trials
Fig.11 Global view of 5G trials in range of spectrum bands

Source: GSMA Intelligence
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China
5G trials in over 100 Chinese cities have been underway since January 2016. They have been using a mix of
3.4 - 3.6GHz band spectrum combined with 26 GHz and 40 GHz bands for traffic off-loading and backhaul.
Meanwhile all Chinese operators are working on pre-commercial trials through 2018/-19, with commercial
deployments targeted for 2020 as depicted in China’s 5G trial roadmaps in Fig. 12 below.
China Unicom is launching 5G network field test in cities,and is also developing 5G applications and solutions
with its partners. China Telecom announced 5G network trials in six cities while China Mobile’s test bed sites
continue to accelerate in number, covering 20 sites across five cities this year.
China is also home to the world’s largest 5G testbed running across 30 sites in Huairou, Beijing. Finally, all
Chinese mobile operators have planned to help develop the Xiongan New Area into “a green smart city and
innovation development pilot region”. There are concrete plans for this region south of Beijing to be the first
to test out a large-scale commercial 5G network, with China Telecom calling for resource sharing among
rivals to help build the network.

Fig.12 China 5G Trial Roadmap

Source: IMT-2020 PG

Japan
5G trials began in Japan in early 2017 in Tokyo and rural areas using spectrum below 6 GHz (predominantly
4.5 GHz band) and the 28 GHz band. The 2019 Rugby World Cup and the Olympics in 2020 form key
elements of Japan’s trials and commercial roll out plans – see Roadmap below (Fig 13). Intel and NTT
Docomo have announced a partnership to use 360-degree 8K video streaming and HD equipped drones
to create an immersive spectator experience.
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Fig.13 5G Roadmap Japan
1

Source: 5GMF
Meanwhile Japanese MNOs have announced a range of partnerships as they are looking to identify the
most prominent use cases and target industry verticals for 5G:
-

NTT DoCoMo has a partnership with Toyota around CCAV and a focus on next-generation data centres
(capable of processing large amounts of data these vehicles will produce)

-

SoftBank has acquired strategic assets such as ARM and focus on IoT

-

KDDI has a partnership with
Toyota focused on developing a
global comms platform for CCAV

Fig. 14 5G Field Trials in 2017

In addition, more than 40 projects
have been proposed by the 5G
Trial Promotion Group (part of
5GMF). Figure 14 below provides an
overview of key 5G trials that were
undertaken in 2017.

South Korea
South Korea is widely considered
to be ahead of the 5G curve and
has supported multiple 5G trials
since 2016, with the South Korean
5G ‘open testbed’ also starting that
year and running through to the end
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of 2020. The PyeongChang Winter Olympics in 2018 were used to showcase and trial 5G applications.
During the games over a hundred cameras positioned inside the Ice Area were transmitting video to
edge servers, then on to data centers to be processed into time sliced views of the athletes in motion
from multiple angles. These images were then transmitted back to 5G connected tablets for viewing.
l

South Korean operators launched pre-commercial 5G trials with vendors (up to 20Gbps; less than 1ms
latency; 26/28Ghz, 3.5GHz and 800Mhz bands; and hybrid beam-forming);

l

Early use cases are autonomous driving, UHD live broadcasts, VR and autonomous drones ;

l

5G trials were undertaken by KT: Omniview; Sync view; Interactive ‘time slice; real time interpretation;
Euiyaji 5G village near Pyeongchang; Self driving convoy buses;

l

MoU signed between Korea’s 5G Forum and the UK’s 5G Innovation Network.

Further trials are underway across the country supporting multiple use cases with most incorporating maximum
throughput of 20Gbps, less than 1ms latency and hybrid beamforming. These trials are using spectrum in the
800 MHz, 3.5 GHz and 28 GHz bands. Connected cars and autonomous vehicles are a priority 5G use case
for the country. In mid 2017 SKT set up the world’s largest 28GHz 5G testbed at the BMW Driving Center to
demonstrate the world’s 1st 5G connected car and services. Then in November of last year it opened K-city to
test self-driving vehicles in real road environments including toll gates, train-track crossings and construction
sites. The overarching objective is to commercialise self-driving vehicles by 2020. Other trials include:
l

KT conducting multi-vendor 5G interoperability trials with Samsung and Qualcomm (Feb 2018) based on
the recent 3GPPP release 15 standard – data connections operated in the 3.5GHz and 26/28GHz bands
(1ms latency and multi Gbps speeds;

l

Huawei and LG U+ used 5G ‘tour bus’ to deliver 5G 4K IPTV and dual connectivity technology (linking a
3.5GHz and 28GHz base station) achieving downlink rates of 20Gbps;

l

KT is undertaking trials with ‘Virtual Reality’ rooms for karaoke and gaming – aim is to stimulate the
uptake of 5G and build 200 VR rooms across Seoul initially.

United Kingdom
The UK’s 5G Testbed and Trials programme aims to develop a series of trials of 5G capabilities across a
range of sectors and use cases. Its priority is to help develop a 5G ecosystem that will also serve to establish
the conditions under which deployments can best boost efficiency and productivity. It will stimulate trials
involving a range of future 5G users and will include addressing societal challenges such as the provision of
health and social care. Requirements will be co-designed and tested by connectivity providers and end-users.
In Phase 1, the programe launched a £25 million competition to fund an initial series of testbeds and trials.
This ‘Phase 1’ competition is focusing on new and innovative use cases for 5G to help identify new revenue
streams and business models for all parts of the supply chain. Following the November 2017 budget, the
DCMS announced specific funding for 5G projects, and the government has now indicated that ‘Phase 2’
programme activity will include funding for the first large-scale projects.
The DCMS has presented the programme as aiming “to accelerate learning between providers and users about
mutual productivity gains, including scoping new business models, in a series of pre-commercialization test
environments.”

5.3 Commercial deployment and adoption
Announcements regarding 5G deployments are numerous and subject to revision. The headline is that for
the vast majority of 5G leader markets 2020 is the target for significant commercial deployments. South
Korea is looking to be bring this forward to 2019, and fixed wireless applications will also be rolled out in the
U.S. late this year / early next year.
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6. 5G beyond cellular
6.1 The network of networks
While licensed operators running cellular infrastructure will be at the heart of 5G connectivity, future
networks will rely on a combination of mainstream and alternative technologies. Satellite, WiFi and
High Altitude Platform Systems (HAPS) each have a role to play in either access, backhaul or both. The
5G ecosystem will cut across the terrestrial, HAPS, and satellite layers, with each technology bringing
attributes to the delivery of ubiquitious 5G services. This multiple technology, network of networks
characteristic is reflected in ongoing standards work in 3GPP (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15

Satellite and terrestrial system integration is a trend set to continue with the development of integrated and
interoperable standards. The role of satellite in the 5G mix is explored in more detail in 6.3.
Meanwhile, aerial platforms such as balloons and drones are also being considered as part of the 5G
ecosystem. Historically providers of communications have fallen into 2 categories, satellite or terrestrial, but
HAPS are now gaining traction. WiFi will continue to contribute both in terms of in-building connectivity and
data offload.
The road to 5G will be a story of cooperation and integration with a network of networks meeting the
demanding capabilities that the technology promises, and delivering on its vision of everything (unlimited),
everywhere (ubiquitous) and always (resilient).

6.2 Fibre backhaul
One of the biggest deployment challenges triggered by 5G will be the densification of the network through, in
particular, a sharp growth in the number of small cells. These will have to be connected efficiently to the rest
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of the network through high capacity backhaul communications since the aggregated volume of data that will
transit throughthese small cells will reach several gigabits per second. In many cases the backhaul will be via
fibre links, although high capacity wireless backhauling is another option.
What is certain is that operators will need to increase investments in fibre to meet both the increasing volumes
of traffic and the demands of 5G services in terms of resilience, latency and reliability.
Compared to the current 5G leaders, India has a low fibre count. Over 80% of cell towers are fibre connected
in the U.S and China, while in India the number is closer to 20%. As backhaul upgrades progress, the role
governments and regulators can play in facilitating their deployment is assessed in section 7.4 – “Tackling
obstacles to infrastructure deployment.”

6.3 Satellite in the mix
Existing strengths and new capabilities
As we move to the 5G network of networks satellite will continue to contribute in areas where it has traditionally
supported connectivity such as backhaul, broad/multicast, rural connectivity, communications on the move,
and critical and emergency services. Its robustness, particularly important in rugged and remote areas, will
remain a key strength, as will its reliability in providing back up and redundancy for terrestrial networks.
But as technology has advanced, the satellite industry argues that it is also well placed to play a more
prominent role supporting new 5G capabilities and helping deliver use cases around massive IoT applications,
automated transport (air, sea and land) and low latency and critical services. There is optimism that hybrid
mobile/satellite solutions will be able to deliver the sub 1 ms latency capability of 5G, even in areas not served
with fibre.
Content distribution in support of new 5G applications and use cases will also see satellite play an important
role. It can help in the scaling of 5G network deployments by providing efficient multicast/broadcast resources
for data delivery towards the network edge or directly to user equipment. It will also help with the optimization
of network bandwidth use through caching near base stations. More generally it will support trunking and
head-end feed as well as backhaul and tower feed, serving multiple users and base stations.
In these and other areas there is potential for mobile and satellite to deliver 5G capabilities as complementary
systems. GPS and mobile go hand in hand for many applications and coverage targets driving digital inclusion
initiatives can be met through combinations of mobile and satellite. The prospect is one of seamless
communications with satellite and mobile both part of the solution in terms of SDN, network virtualization,
providing network equipment software updates, and satellite assisting cellular in areas such as intelligent
routing and cache management. Some point to LEO/GEO satellites eventually becoming “base stations in the
sky” to support 5G terrestrial roll-out.

Technical characteristics and commercial developments
A huge increase in satellite capacity is underway with large numbers of HTS (High Throughput Satellites) GEO
and LEO systems planned. Costs, meanwhile, are falling for satellite system hardware, with new advances
in launch vehicles, the miniaturization of components and correspondingly lower power consumption. This
is feeding through to reductions in the price per MB of data connectivity, which has traditionally been a
weakness of satellite. Significant developments on the technical side include the increased use of spotbeams
leading to more efficient spectrum (re) use, the extension of SDN and the introduction of more flexible open
/ IP-based satellite systems.
Satellite systems are effectively divided between the geostationary (GEO) and the new non-geostationary
systems (LEO/MEO). They have different characteristics. GEO systems can provide global coverage with a few
high-powered satellites. The satellites are positioned at a fixed location above the Earth’s equator and there
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is a propagation delay due to the distances covered from Earth to orbit and from orbit to ground. This results
in latency of around 500+ ms on a round-trip but there are 5G applications that are not compromised by this.
Meanwhile the heavy investments that are being made into HTS and Ultra HTS are transforming the capabilities
of GEO systems, and providing massive capacity for broadcasting and non-real time sensitive applications.
HTS are being built on open architectures and therefore are more flexible and easier to integrate into 5G
networks, with the satellite industry actively promoting their integration into 5G standards architecture.
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) or Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) systems are constellations planned with sometimes
thousands of smaller satellites to provide internet access and backhaul in all geographical areas, among
other services. They do not have 24-hour visibility as the satellites have smaller footprints because they are
closer to earth – hence the large number of satellites and the need for hand-offs between them. Devices
are inherently more complicated than terrestrial ones, due to need of a built-in steerable antenna to adjust
to quickly moving satellites (appr. 20 mins coverage per satellite per orbit). Their latency is similar to fibres
and cable. The technologies are developing fast and more launches are taking place with SpaceX (Starlink),
OneWeb, LeoSat, Space Norway, Telesat, and others active in the LEO field or aspiring to be.

Satellite in 5G leader countries
China, South Korea, the UK and Japan are all consider 5G satellite solutions as part of the 5G mix and and
including them in test beds. The U.S. meanwhile is actively supporting LEO constellations with the FCC
approving OneWeb and Starlink (SpaceX), as well as Space Norway and Telesat for national and global
internet access and backhaul. Both OneWeb and Starlink support the highly skilled production / integration
of numerous satellites in Florida and California. It is worth noting however that it remains unclear whether
the FCC actively supports the role of GEO HTS in 5G roll-out.
In the UK Ofcom has stated in its 5G strategy that satellite broadband will be enabled by prioritising spectrum.
As part of its Trials and Test Bed programme (covered in section 5.2 ) ongoing IoT tests are combining terrestrial
and satellite solutions. Meanwhile China´s ambitious 5G plans foresee a role for “Quantum” satellites in
providing 5G backbone services. While the Japanese government continues to support a role for satellite in
broadband provisioning, the South Korean administration is also investing in new satellites as part of its 5G
roadmap. It is also interesting that the Europe and South Korea are conducting joint research into the role of
satellites in 5G delivery, particularly with regards to communications “on the move”.
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7. 	Policy recommendations
A successful 5G strategy will require a combination of cost effective infrastructure roll out and the
development of business cases that leverage 5G´s superior capabilities. The investment and innovation
needed will be driven by industry but, as evidenced in this report, governments and regulators across the
5G leadership countries are playing a key role in setting the right conditions for investment to grow and
innovation to thrive. Policies and regulation must focus on incentivizing a step change in investment and
supporting the deployment and take up of innovative 5G services.
The Government of India has a unique opportunity to leverage the power of 5G to drive forward the Digital
India agenda, accelerating economic growth and societal development. The actions it takes will either
help realise the full potential of 5G and accelerate its benefits to the country’s citizens and businesses, or
risk limiting its potential and delaying the benefits. The challenge is to get the right mix of policies to suit
India´s circumstances, and that mix will be unique to India.
Nevertheless, this benchmarking exercise has pointed to a number of key policy considerations that are
consistently prioritised by countries leading the way on 5G. India should benchmark against these efforts
and repeat best practice where it can. The following eight recommendations for accelerating the roll-out,
take up, and use of 5G services link back to the building blocks covered in the report. The first covers
the leadership role required of government and the necessity of partnerships with industry. The others
focus in turn on seven key areas of policy: spectrum, standards, network deployment, the regulatory
framework, net neutrality, test and trial promotion, and technology neutrality.
SECTION
Building momentum

RECOMMENDATION
7.1 Build momentum through government leadership
7.2 Get spectrum policy right

Laying the foundations

7.3 Avoid standards fragmentation and engage internationally
7.4 Tackle obstacles to infrastructure deployment
7.5 Ensure a future proof, pro-investment regulatory framework

Developing the use cases

7.6 Enable 5G driven innovation

Testing, trialing and deployments

7.7 Facilitate test-beds, trials and vertical/telco collaboration

5G beyond cellular

7.8 Ensure technology neutrality

7.1 Build momentum through government leadership
The Government of India can reinforce efforts to complement its Digital India and Make in India
initiatives through a sustained cross-departmental, cross-sector strategy to ensure the country seizes
its 5G opportunity. The High-Level Forum on 5G India has a key role to play as a vehicle, convener, and
consensus builder on strategy and planning, and can draw inspiration from similar initiatives described
in this report such as the IMT 2020 5G Promotion Group, 5GMF and the 5G Forum (see Fig. 2).
A 5G roadmap with targets, milestones and government commitment to match, will provide the necessary
political focus and help marshall the requisite resources to meet the challenge. The government and
regulator obviously have a key role to play in policy and regulation, and priorities in this respect are
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covered in recommendations 7.2 to 7.8 below. But the government can also act as a catalyst for, and an
early adopter of, 5G in areas such as health, transport, and the full range of public services that underpin
smart communities.
India’s commitment and progress on digital ID and payments will serve it well in this respect, and plans
to develop smart cities will help showcase 5G’s capacity to drive improvements in areas such as mobility,
safety and energy consumption. Supporting the internationalization of India’s 5G efforts is also a critical
role for government. Collaboration, cooperation and benchmarking with the 5G leader countries should
be prioritized, as well as continued efforts to engage more deeply in global standards and spectrum
harmonisation work.
The government has a further role to play in ensuring a joined-up approach to policies that can impact
both the 5G supply and demand sides. The technology is the first “G -type” to have a truly transformational
impact across the economy, impacting all sectors, without exception. It follows that it is not sufficient
to address just digital policy issues but also to consider policy and regulatory hurdles to 5G across all
sectors of the economy. How, for example, should regulators account for accident liability with regards
to autonomous vehicles, or the regulation of beyond line of sight drone flights? Finally, India’s 5G strategy
must also dovetail with, and benefit from, other Digital India policy priorities such as data protection,
cyber security, digital skills, literacy and inclusion, and tax policies.

7.2 Get spectrum policy right
The government should focus on making more harmonised spectrum available to meet growing demand
for broadband services and connectivity, clearing spectrum for exclusive use where timely clearing is
possible but otherwise exploring options for dynamic sharing; awarding it in ways that do not divert
resources from investment; and ensuring licences provide the security and consistency to encourage
those investments. This growth focussed approach to spectrum policy will be key to realising 5G´s full
potential to drive forward the Digital India agenda.
As discussed in section 3.2, one of the defining features of 5G is that it will be able to operate across
many different spectrum ranges. Each range will suit particular use cases and each has advantages
and disadvantages. To leverage the full capabilities of 5G. and to address the full range of use cases,
operators will require access to spectrum in low (propagation and penetration), medium (capacity and
coverage) and high (speed and capacity) frequency bands.
The early release of spectrum is a necessary but not sufficient condition for spectrum policy success. It
is equally important to ensure that spectrum award procedures target long-term growth, investment
and citizen welfare, rather than short-term revenue maximisation. Poorly designed auctions, including
high reserve prices, can lead to spectrum being assigned inefficiently and resources being diverted from
deployment. Spectrum holds no value until it is fueled by investments from operators so spectrum
pricing should focus on making these investments possible, and not undermining them.
The terms attached to licences are also critically important with the priority again to ensure conditions
that encourage investment rather than provoke the uncertainty that can undermine it. To maximise
spectrum output, licences should be of adequate length and carry clear renewal criteria so that operators
can make the long-term investments required. Spectrum fees should be limited to ensuring efficient and
effective use, applied only once the spectrum is available to use, and be reduced to reflect any extended
coverage commitments.

To encourage innovation, spectrum licensees should allow commercial, operational, and technological
flexibility. In particular they should not be tied to a particular technology or a particular use case. With
5G networks expected to support much broader ranges of radio spectrum than ever before and address
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a much wider range of use cases, licences should avoid limitations that act as artificial barriers to an
operator’s ability to utilize its radio spectrum.
An important objective of the recently published National Digital Communications Policy 2018 (NDCP) for
India is to ensure new digital technologies are accessible and affordable to all. Achieving this will require
a mix of technologies such as mobile, satellite and HAP, combined with spectrum policies that make low
and high frequencies available on a technology neutral basis, and provide the right balance of licensed
and license-exempt solutions.
Future high-speed Internet access in India will require ‘fiber speed’ broadband networks in support of
the dense deployment of Wi-Fi access points and base stations. In this respect, it is critical for India to
make the entire V-band (57-64 GHz) available for unlicensed use for indoor applications along with a mix
of unlicensed and light-licensed usage for outdoor applications as a complement to licensed 5G bands.
This will enable the proliferation of affordable broadband across India. Many regulators in Europe and
the US are already moving forward with a license-exempt framework for the V-band.

7.3 Avoid standards fragmentation and engage
internationally
Standards are of paramount importance to ensure the competitiveness and interoperability of global
telecommunication networks. Global harmonised standards are the most effective means of building scale in
5G markets and India is now well positioned to play its part in influencing future 5G specifications though the
TSDSI´s involvement with the 3GPP. China´s progress in terms of influence and presence across the 3GPP´s
activities is an interesting benchmark in this respect.
Participation in international standards development opens the way for local companies and domestic firms
to contribute to steering the direction of standardised technologies by building their requirements into the
specifications. The process also enables domestic companies to better identify and target research gaps.
As 5G will impact across the economy it is also important to ensure that the vertical industries that will
drive many of the use case are also involved in the standards development process. The government can
contribute here by supporting cross-industry partnerships, which will also provide a platform for the use case
trialing addressed in section 7.7. Ultimately of course, India´s success in shaping the standards process will
depend significantly on its ability to channel and target R&D resources, another area targeted by the Digital
India initiative.

7.4 Tackle obstacles to infrastructure deployment
Network operators face a series of obstacles when deploying networks, including high costs and administrative
delays in accessing cell sites or fibre ducts, and locally imposed, overly restrictive EMF limits that go beyond
international requirements. These issues are often further complicated by inconsistent requirements between
regions and municipalities. 5G network densification and demand for more backhaul capacity will make it still
more critical that governments and regulators address these obstacles to ensure citizens and businesses are
not denied the benefits of advanced connectivity. Policies that reduce obstacles to network deployment are
an investment in a community’s infrastructure and future growth.
The main problems linked to macro and small cell sites are access and cost. Administrative delays and
inconsistent licensing requirements can exacerbate these. An example of a positive policy initiative in this
context would be to grant access to public buildings, street furniture and road side sites at zero or low cost.
Another option is to ensure new street furniture is built and installed cell ready (possibly subsidised by telcos)
so operators can more easily install their equipment. A further policy lever to facilitate cell deployment is to
link any coverage requirements in licences to commitments from local authorities to make it cheaper and
easier to secure cell site locations.
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Another source of delay and costs with regards to mobile infrastructure deployment is overly restrictive and
inconsistent power density limits (PDLs) for mobile networks. The International Commission on Non-Ionising
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) defined these limits, which were subsequently endorsed by the World Health
Organisation (WHO). The limits were confirmed in 2017 and will be reviewed in 2018 although the
ICNIRP has indicated that any changes are likely to be very small when compared with the large degree of
precaution built into the original guidelines. While most countries have adopted the WHO approved limits, it
has not always been the case in India. Overly strict PDLs can slow deployment, waste spectrum and complicate
the roll-out of new mobile technologies such as massive MIMO. It follows that government at all evels should
work to ensure consistent implementation of internationally recognised EMF limits.
5G will also put pressure on backhaul capacity and where this involves fibre the costs are high, the delays
in securing rights of way permits can be long, and the build time can be lengthy because of the disruption
caused. All these elements together make for a complex and costly deployment environment. To help address
this, infrastructure sharing on a commercial basis should be permitted and access to passive infrastructure
should be available quickly and at a reasonable cost at both national and local levels.Given the local nature of
infrastructure deployment and the subsequent involvement of local authorities, it is important that measures
promoted in this section are consistently delivered across states and local bodies. Inconsistencies and delays
in implementation merely create further obstacles to the deployment of the networks on which India´s 5G
future will depend.

7.5 Ensure a future proof, pro-investment regulatory
framework
The evolution of India’s communication infrastructure to a 5G network of networks will require significant
investments against the challenging backdrop of high sector debt. There are many areas of government policy
that can impact on private sector investment, including taxation, but the overarching regulatory framework is
critically important as it sends a strong message to investors.
The objective for the government and regulator must be to bolster investor confidence in the sector and
incentivise the capital needed to build high capacity broadband networks. The regulatory framework should
ensure the necessary certainty and predictability for investors and refocus regulation and competition policy
on delivering high performance markets for consumers long-term benefit.
In addition to prioritising investment the rules should also be modernised to fit the direction and pace of
changes taking place across dynamic and converging communications markets. Digital convergence has
benefited consumers but creates regulatory challenges. Rapid tech innovation and fast changing business
models blur the boundaries between markets and undermine the rationale for sector specific regulation.
Obligations tied to a specific technology, rather than the service provided, distort the market and can deter
investment. A horizontal approach to rule-making should be prioritised with sector specific regulation only
considered as an exceptional top up, and deployed where necessary. It follows that the current licensing
framework requires an ambitious review with obligations placed on TSP’s minimised and modified to become
cross sectoral regulations.

7.6 Enable 5G driven innovation
Many of 5G´s most compelling use cases will rely on the dynamic configuration of networks, leveraging new
capabilities and putting them at the service of businesses and consumers. In this context it is important that
regulators and legislators avoid introducing rules that restrict or limit the flexibility to manage networks
optimally and to innovate. The legal uncertainty this creates would chill innovation and compromise the
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ability of operators to build the business use cases needed to justify network investments. It is precisely this
type of service innovation that will be needed to meet and drive market demand.
Rules that do not reflect 5G´s ability to adapt to end-users´ specific requirements in areas such as latency,
data rate, availability and reliability will limit the potential of 5G.
Regulation has to permit the quality differentiation made possible through 5G. Otherwise prescriptive
regulation that limits operators’ flexibility to offer enhanced services would undermine one of 5G’s biggest
selling points – network performance specifications delivered in slices, and adjusted in real time to suit
specific use-cases.
Regulators should also not limit the commercial flexibility that allows operators to offer different combinations
of price, quality and content that their customers want, at prices they can pay.

7.7 Facilitate testbeds, trials and vertical/comms industry
collaboration
As highlighted in section 5, facilitating trials and test beds are a prominent feature of 5G leaders´ roll out
plans. An overarching 5G testbed and trials programme should be developed as an integral part of India’s
strategy. It can serve as a key driver for India’s 5G ecosystem and an opportunity for all sectors of the economy
to be integrated into efforts to maximise the efficiency and productivity benefits flowing from 5G.
More than any other previous generation of mobile technology, 5G will depend on collaboration between
industries to realise its full potential. Testing and trialling will help verticals understand what 5G can bring in
terms of transforming their businesses, but also for connectivity providers it offers an opportunity to explore
the viability, and potential scalability, of different use cases. Developing a domestic programme of this type
will also encourage collaboration with similar programmes in other countries and enable further access to
benchmarking opportunities and best practice insights.
The government is well placed to ensure the testing and trialing processes are inclusive of all sectors of the
economy and must work with the regulator to ensure spectrum availability for trials purposes. A further
positive spin off from these types of programmes is that they help identify specific sectoral policy issues that
may need addressing to enable the further development of use cases in certain sectors.

7.8 Ensure technology neutrality
Section 6 explored the network of networks characteristic of 5G. It is clear that many different technologies
will need to come together to ensure delivery of the full range of 5G capabilities and to ensure the smooth
delivery of the use cases it makes possible. Against this backdrop it is important that the government and
regulator prioritise the principle of technology neutrality.
All technologies must be able to compete and fulfil their potential in contributing to the 5G mix. It is incumbent
on policymakers and regulators to avoid picking technology winners and to focus on enabling investments
in the most appropriate mix of technologies to secure rapid deployment and upgrade of communications
infrastructure.
Spectrum and standardisation policies play a significant role in enabling the integration of different
technologies into 5G solutions. Fostering and incentivising the emergence of common standards to enable
an integrated eco-system of 5G network technologies is to be prioritised as 5G standardisation activity picks
up. Spectrum is an issue for all wireless systems, whether terrestrial or in space. As terrestrial mobile systems
move into the millimetre wave bands above 6 GHz, consideration needs to be given to the co-existence needs
of all sectors.
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